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Abstract
We consider projections weighted by a complex diagonal matrix. These projections arise in
the solution of alternating-current (AC) electrical networks. A norm bound for weighted pro-
jections in the case of an ill-conditioned real positive-definite weight matrix was established
by Dikin, Stewart, Todd and others. We show that this bound generalizes to the complex case.
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1. Introduction
We consider the complex-symmetric linear system
ATDAx D ATDb (1)
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in which A is an m  n real matrix of rank n, D an m  m complex diagonal matrix,
b a complex m-vector, and x is the n-vector of unknowns. The solution operator Q
mapping b to x is Q D .ATDA/−1ATD, and the operator mapping b to Ax is the
projection operator P0 D A.ATDA/−1ATD.
In the case when D is real and positive-definite, the above linear system is exactly
the system of normal equations for the weighted least-squares (WLS) problem of
minimizing kD1=2.Ax − b/k. (Here and for the rest of the paper, k  k stands for the
usual 2-norm.) In this case, a norm bound established independently by Stewart [7],
Todd [8] and several others states that there exist two finite numbers A; NA de-
pending only on A (and not on D) such that kP0k 6 NA and kQk 6 A. Forsgren [3]
gives the history of this result, including the (apparently) original proof due to Dikin.
This result is most interesting in the case when D is highly ill-conditioned, i.e.,
its diagonal entries differ by large factors. This case is interesting because there
is no prior upper bound on k.ATDA/−1k solely in terms of A. Nonetheless, the
norm bound in the last paragraph shows that the overall solution of the least-squares
problem still has a norm bound.
The purpose of this paper is to generalize the above result to the case when the
diagonal entries of D are complex numbers with positive real parts. Note that in
the complex case, (1) is complex and symmetric but not self-adjoint. Hence (1) is
apparently no longer related to a least-squares problem.
One application of this result is the analysis of an alternating-current (AC) elec-
trical network composed of generators and loads joined by a graph. Each node in
the graph has a voltage, which is a complex number. The magnitude of the complex
number is the magnitude of the voltage, and the arg is the phase difference of the
voltage with respect to some reference phase. Similarly, currents in the system are
also complex numbers associated with graph arcs. The generators can be modeled as
voltage sources with a fixed voltage. The loads can be modeled as devices with fixed
impedance. Impedance is a complex number with a nonnegative real part.
If one is given the voltages of the generators and the impedances of the loads,
then the problem of recovering the voltages at all nodes is reduced to solving linear
equations of the form (1). In this case, A is the reduced node-arc incidence (RNAI)
matrix of the network. A node-arc incidence matrix of a directed graph has one row
for every arc of a graph and one column for every node. In each row, all entries
are zeros except for exactly one ‘1’ and one ‘−1’ per row, which correspond to the
endpoints of the arc. A reduced node-arc incidence matrix results from deleting one
column (corresponding to the ground or reference node) from a node-arc incidence
matrix. The diagonal matrix D stores admittances (reciprocal impedances) of arcs, b
holds the generator voltages, and x is the vector of node voltages. The case when D
is ill-conditioned is of interest in practice because this case corresponds to a fault in
the network, i.e., a near short-circuit or near open-circuit in some transmission line.
See [1] for more information about modeling AC networks.
In many practical applications, the generators are modeled as fixed power sources
rather than fixed voltage sources, in which case the problem of recovering the voltages
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becomes nonlinear. The linear case may still have relevance even to the nonlinear
problem since an iterative method for solving the nonlinear equations may require
the solution of linear equations on each iteration.
2. Main results
Our main result is the following theorem:
Theorem 1. Let  be a nonnegative real number. Let
C D fz 2 C V jIm zj 6  Re z and z =D 0g;
i.e., C is a cone in the complex plane symmetric about the positive real axis with
the origin excluded. Let D be the set of m  m complex diagonal matrices with
diagonal entries chosen from C. Let A 2 Rmn have rank n. Then there exist finite
numbers A;; NA; such that for any D 2 D,
k.ATDA/−1ATDk 6 A; (2)
and
kA.ATDA/−1ATDk 6 NA;: (3)
Remark 1. Notice that the  D 0 case is precisely the Dikin–Stewart–Todd result
mentioned in Section 1, and hence this theorem generalizes that result.
Remark 2. Recall from Section 1 that in the AC network context, diagonal entries
of D correspond to reciprocal impedances, which always lie in the right half-plane.
The above theorem imposes a further restriction that impedance should lie in a cone
around the real axis. (Note that d 2 C () 1=d 2 C.) This restriction is physic-
ally reasonable: it means that for every unit of reactance (pure imaginary impedance)
in a transmission line, there is also at least some fixed amount of resistance (the real
part of the impedance, which is energy dissipated as heat).
Remark 3. Actual determination of  for a particular power network would be
fairly complicated. Transmission lines typically have very large values of  since
they are designed to dissipate as little heat as possible. See [4] for tables with some
typical values of . On the other hand, power network engineers usually insert
devices into the power network specifically to cancel out the reactive component
of impedance (i.e., to drive  to zero). See, e.g., [6] for a description of these devices
and their effects.
Remark 4. In the context of AC networks (i.e., the case when A is an RNAI matrix),
this theorem has the following implication. Consider an AC network with a fixed
topologyP and operating at a fixed frequency. Assume all the impedances lie in the
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cone D as above. Let vmax be the maximum absolute voltage of any node in the
circuit. Let vgmax be the maximum absolute voltage across any generator. Then there
exists a constant cP; not depending on the individual voltages or impedances such
that vmax 6 cP;  vgmax.
This fact is related to analysis of networks using roots and poles of “transfer
functions” as carried out in classic texts on networks [10]. But as far as we know, our
specific result does not appear previously in the literature because our result involves
a supremum not previously considered.
Proof. Our proof is based Stewart’s proof. First, observe that it suffices to prove (3).
From (3) one obtains (2) because
k.ATDA/−1ATDkDk.ATA/−1ATA.ATDA/−1ATDk
6k.ATA/−1ATk  kA.ATDA/−1ATDk;
and hence A; is at most NA;  k.ATA/−1ATk.
We start with the following preliminary claim. Define
X D fz V z D Aw for some w 2 Cn, and kzk D 1g;
and
Y D fz V ATDz D 0 for some D 2 Dg:
We claim that X \ NY D ;, where NY denotes the closure of Y in the topological
sense.
To prove the claim, suppose there were a z 2 X \ NY so that z D Aw for some w
and kzk D 1. The hypothesis that z 2 NY means that there exists an infinite sequence
of vectors z1; z2; : : : converging to z and an infinite sequence of matrices D1;D2; : : :
in D such that ATDkzk D 0. Multiplying by wH (where the superscript H denotes
conjugate-transpose) yields wHAHDkzk D 0, i.e., zHDkzk D 0. (Note that AH D AT
since we have assumed A is real.)
To continue the argument we must consider real and imaginary parts of individual
terms of zHDkzk . Let z D x C iy, and let the coordinates of x; y be denoted xj ; yj for
j D 1; : : : ; n. Let the diagonal entries of Dk be denoted ekj C ifkj for j D 1; : : : ; n.
Finally, let the jth coordinate of zk − z be denoted kj C ikj . The assumption that
zk ! z is the same as assuming that for each j, limk!1 kj D limk!1 kj D 0. The
assumption that D 2 D is the same as saying that ekj > 0 and jfkj j 6 ekj for all
j; k. Let J be the set of indices j such that xj C iyj =D 0. Note that J is nonempty
since z =D 0 (because kzk D 1). Using this new notation, we have
Re.zHDkzk/D
nX
jD1
ReT.xj − iyj /.ekj C ifkj /.xj C iyj C kj C iij /U
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D
nX
jD1
xjekj xj C yj ekj yj C xj ekj kj C yj ekjkj
−xjfkj kj C yjfkj kj
D
X
j2J
xjekj xj C yj ekj yj C xj ekj kj C yj ekjkj
−xjfkj kj C yjfkj kj
D
X
j2J
.x2j C y2j /ekj

 
1 C xj kj C yjkj − xjfkj kj =ekj C yjfkj kj =ekj
x2j C y2j
!
>
X
j2J
.x2j C y2j /ekj

 
1 − jxjkj j C jyjkj j C jxjfkj kj j=ekj C jyjfkj kj j=ekj
x2j C y2j
!
>
X
j2J
.x2j C y2j /ekj

 
1 − jxjkj j C jyjkj j C jxjkj j C jyjkj j
x2j C y2j
!
>
X
j2J
.x2j C y2j /ekj

 
1 − .jkj j C jkj j/  .1 C / max.jxj j; jyj j/
x2j C y2j
!
:
The assertion above was that zHDkzk D 0. But this contradicts the preceding inequal-
ity, for we can choose k sufficiently large so that for each j 2 J , 1 − .jkj j C jkj j/cj
is positive, where cj D .1 C / max.jxj j; jyj j/=.x2j C y2j /.
This contradiction concludes the proof that X \ NY D ;. We now use this result to
conclude the proof of the theorem. Since X is compact and NY is closed, and since they
are disjoint, there is a positive lower bound, say , on the 2-norm distance between
these spaces. Next, choose some D 2 D. Choose an arbitrary x 2 Cn. Let
y D A.ATDA/−1ATDx:
The goal is to get an upper bound on kyk in terms of kxk. Assume y =D 0 else the
desired bound is trivial. A one-line calculation shows that ATD.x − y/ D 0. Thus,
let v D x − y so that ATDv D 0. Set t D 1=kyk. Then we have
tv C ty D tx:
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Note that tv 2 Y and −ty 2 X. Thus, the norm of the left-hand side of the preceding
equation is at least . Thus, ktxk > , i.e., kyk 6 kxk. This shows that y is bounded
by a constant multiple of x, where the constant 1= depends only on A and . 
It is also interesting to consider the weighted projection
P1=2 D D1=2A.ATDA/−1ATD1=2:
This projection is interesting for some electrical network applications because
D1=2Ax, where x is the solution to (1), figures into the computation of power used
by the circuit. Note that since D 2 D, we can unambiguously choose the branch
of the logarithm so that D1=2 is well-defined and corresponds to the positive square
root in the real case. In the case when D is real and positive-definite, there is a trivial
norm bound of 1 on P1=2 because this matrix is an orthogonal projection, but this
argument does not carry over to the complex case. Nonetheless, there is still a norm
bound independent of D as shown by the following theorem.
Theorem 2. For any  2 T0; 1U and any D 2 D, kPk 6 n NA;, where
P D DA.ATDA/−1ATD1−:
Proof. First observe that Theorem 1 already establishes the bound in the case  D
0. Also, Theorem 1 establishes the bound in the case  D 1 since the  D 1 case
corresponds to the transpose of the  D 0 case, but matrix transposition preserves
the 2-norm.
So now consider the case when 0 <  < 1. Considering the .i; j/-entry of P , we
have the following result:
.P/ij D .dii=djj /.P0/ij D .djj =dii/.1−/.P1/ij :
Suppose jdii j 6 jdjj j; then the first equation above implies that j.P/ij j 6 j.P0/ij j.
On the other hand, if jdii j> jdjj j then the second equation implies j.P/ij j6 j.P1/ij j.
Thus, either way we conclude that j.P/ij j 6 NA;. Since this inequality holds for
every i; j , we conclude that kPk 6 n NA;. 
3. Discussion
In some previous work [2,5,9], the Dikin–Stewart–Todd norm bound was used as
the starting point to derive new, stable algorithms for WLS problems. “Stable” in this
context means that the error between the computed WLS solution (in the presence
of roundoff) and the true solution is bounded above independently of D, the weight
matrix. Since we have proved that the norm bound for (1) extends to the complex
case, the next step will be to look for generalizations of stable algorithms in the
complex case. Research on this topic is currently underway. Note that the algorithms
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in the previous work do not immediately generalize since (1) cannot be written as
a least squares problem. The second future topic of interest is the extension of this
work to the nonlinear power flow problem.
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